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3 Phases in the Teaching of     
Reading

Interacting 
With
Text

Preparing 
Learners Extending 

Understanding



  

Goals for preparing learners:

 Activate relevant prior knowledge
 Focus students’ attention on key concepts 

that you will explore in the text.
 Introduce -in a meaningful context- a few 

key terms that will be indispensable during 
the reading



  

         Activating Background 
    Knowledge:

  Anticipatory Guide: Carmen’s Two Boyfriends

n If you are doing something wrong, 
it is best not to get caught.

n It is wrong for a girl to have two 
boyfriends.

n It is always better not to hurt the 
people you love by being too 
honest.

n If someone you love hurts you, you 
should not give them a second 
chance..

     Disagree          Agree 



  

  Activating Background 
    Knowledge:

                Compare/Contrast Matrix

Important people 
(family, friends, 
significant others)

Education and career 
goals

Interests or hobbies

             Me



  

        Activating Background
                 Knowledge:
               

_____________
______________
______________
_____________
____________
___________

Ideal Person

Important Qualities



  

Goals for inviting learners to 
interact with the text:
 Students deconstruct the text, focus on one 

chunk, analyze it, and build a stronger 
understanding of it

 Texts are then reconstructed so that the 
analyzed chunk is fitted into a meaningful whole

 Students connect ideas emerging from their 
reading of the text, and take a critical stance 
towards them



  

Interacting with Text:

  Double- Entry Journal

How does your journal relate 
to Carmen and her 
dilemma?

Have you ever had to make a 
difficult choice?  Did you ever 
feel torn between two 
important people in your 
life?



  

Interacting with Text:

          

            Gilberto         Roberto

Character Description: Carmen’s Two Boyfriends



  

Interacting with Text:

               Compare/Contrast Matrix

Important people 
(family, friends, 
significant others)

Education or career 
goals

Interests or hobbies

          Carmen             Me



  

Interacting With Text:

      Pros and Cons: Carmen’s Two Boyfriends

Who should Carmen choose and why?

             Gilberto              Roberto



  

Goals for inviting students to 
extend their understanding:
 After students have finished reading a text, they 

need to connect it to the larger body of 
knowledge that they are developing, and take a 
critical stance of the text in relationship to other 
ideas.

 Students should apply their newly gained 
knowledge to the solution of novel problems or 
solutions.

 Students should recreate or create on the basis 
of understanding.



  

Extending Understanding:

                    Post Card

                                     Stamp

       Appropriate Addressee 
                  & address                       
                                       

                             Appropriate Date

Addressee,

           Text

                              Signature



  

Additional Ideas on Extending 
Understanding:
After reading text, students could:

- Write a diary entry from a character
- Create a story map, visualizing the story
- Write story into dialogue and perform a play
- Convert story to a new genre (ex: text into cartoon animation)
- Write letter of advice to character from a story
- Make a newspaper article, reflecting events from a story
- Create a movie poster or new book jacket for story
- Create a plot pyramid that reflects story events
- Write a book review and post online (ex: amazon.com, class blog)


